Even after an unambiguous semantic interpretation has been computed for a sentence in context, there are at least three reasons that a system may map the semantic representation R into another form S. In software specification, mapping of the semantic representation R may yield a form S which is more amenable for proving theorems about the specification or for rewriting it into some standard form.
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A theorem prover for abstract data types would normally assume that the end of the stack in question is referred to by a notation such as A[ 11 if A is the name of the stack, rather than understanding the spatial metaphor "one end". ClOl. 
Third

We say that an ordered list is empty or it can be written as (A[
Consider the following example:
A stack is an ordered list in which all insertions and deletions occur at one end called the top. ADD/IS) adds item I to stack S. In this environment spatial metaphors tend to be more frozen than creative.
To understand "one end", we assume the following rules:
For a sequence -D, we may map "-E is an end of -D"
to "-E is the first sequence element of -D".
An ordered list is a sequence.
Facts ( 1) and (2) are encoded as Horn clauses below.
I. (MAP -X ,Y) IF (SEQUENCE -D) & (MAPPING-RULE ((END -E -D)) -X ((SEQUENCE-ELEMENT -E 1 -D)) -Y)
(SEQUENCE -D) IF (ORDERED-LIST ,D)
The system knows how to map the notion of "end of a sequence", and it knows that ordered lists are sequences.
Since the first sentence is discussing the end of an We propose that the same mechanism can deal with certain vague, extended uses of words, such as add in the previous example.
In stating that ADD(I,S) adds item I to stack S, add cannot be predefined for stacks, since its meaning is being defined.
Nevertheless, it is reasonable to assume that there is a general relation between add and related concepts such as uniting, including, or, in the data structure environments, inserting.
Consequently, we
propose the following fact in addition to the two above:
-For a sequence -S, we may map "add _I to -s" to "insert _I at some position -X of ,S".
It may be stated formally as (MAP -W ,Z) IF (MAPPING-RULE ((ADD -I -S)) -W ((INSERT -I -S -X)) -Z) & (SEQUENCE -S)
Notice that -X will be unbound. However, the Horn clauses generated for the first sentence (A stack is an ordered list in which a// insertions and deletions occur at one end ca/led the top) will imply that -X is the position corresponding to the end called top. Therefore, the vague, extended use of "add' can be understood using the inference mechanism of the mapping component. Other rules may state how to interpret an extended use of add by relating it to views other than sequences.
Another example involves mapping the forms '7th element", "element i", and "element at position i" into the same representation.
Assume that the semantic interpreter generates for each of the first two the list of formulas ((ELEMENT -X) (IDENTIFIED-BY -X -Y)). The Horn clause for that mapping is as follows: (MAP -W -Z) IF (SEQUENCE -T) & (TOPIC -T) & (MAPPING-RULE ((ELEMENT ,X) (IDENTIFIED-BY -X ,Y)) -W ((SEQUENCE-ELEMENT -X -Y -T)) -Z)
Note that this rule assumes that in context some sequence -T has been identified as the topic; the rule identifies that the element -X is the -Yth member of the sequence -T. 
